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Discrete open mappings on manifolds

l. Introiluction. The pu{pose of this paper is to give a new proof for the

following recent result of Cernavskii [2], [3]: If / is an open mapping of an

z-manifold into an z-manifold such that each point-inverse consists of
isolated points, then / is a local homeomorphism except for a set whose

topological dimension is at most n - 2. Our proof is more direct and

elementary than that of öernavskii, who obtained. this result as a corollary
of a more general result, concerning rnappings whose range space was not,

required to be a manifold. In particular, we avoid completely the use of
the rather deep theory of Smith on periodic homeomorphisms of manifolds'
Instead, we will make use of the topological index (: degree) of a mapping.
We will also give an application concerning light open mappings.

2. Terru,inol,ogy, notation anil, preliminary results. All topological spaces

considered in this paper are assumed to be Hausdorff. All manifolds are

åssumed to be connected and to have a countable base. AII mappings are

assumedto becontinuous. If X isaspaceandif EcAcX, welet 018
denote the boundary of E v'ith respect to A, and we abbreviate 0*E
to 08. Let' f be a mapping of a space X into a space Y. It is open,

(closed,) if the image of every open (closed) subset of X is open (closed) in I.
It,istight if for each y e Y, the inverse-image l-'(y) i* totally disconnected.

It, is d,iscrete if each point-inverse is discrete, i.e. consists of isolated points.
It is proper if the inverse-image of each compact, subset of I is compact.
If X and Y arelocallycompact,thenamapping f :X---> Y isproperif
and only if / is closed and each point-inverse is compact. The branch set

B, of / is the set of all points in X at which I fails to be a local homeo-
morphism. Them,ultipl,icity I{(r,J) of f at a point r €X is the number
of points in f-tf(r), and we set I/(/) : suP Ii(* ,f) over all r € X. The
set of all points re X for which N(*,f) ( i is denoted by K,(/). It is

well known that if / is open, then I{(r,J) is a lower semicontinuous
function of r. In other words, for each a e X and for each integer k I
N(q,f) thereexistsaneighborhood U of asuchlhab N(r,f)>k forall
re U. In particular,if N(a,l){ *, then N(r,f)2N(a,/) in some'

neighborhood of a. X'rom this it follows that the sets 1(,(/) are closed"
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By a d,oma'i,ru in a space we mean an open connected non-empty subset.
A subset A of a space X is said to separate X l,ocall,y at a point z if
there is a neighborhood [/ of r such that for each neighborhood V of r
such that V C U, V - A is not connected.

Lemma 2.1. Let X be a locally connected, space, and, let A be a closed,

subsetol X suchth,ut rr;rtA:g and, X-A isttotconnected,. If F is
the closure of the set of all points at which A separates X locally, then X - I
,is not connecteil.

Proof. Since X - -4 is not connected, we can express it as the union of
two disjoint non-emptyopensets, U, and Ur. Denote V;: (int7t) - F.
Then it is ea,sy to see that X - I : YtU Vz, Vtn Vz: A and
Urc Vr. Hence X - I is not connected.

Lemma 2.2. If X i,s an n-man'ifold, and, i,J A i,s a cl,osed, subset of X
suchthat dim-4 -n-1, then intA:A, and, A separates X locally
at some point.

Proof. This is almost, the same as Proposition I.4.9.b in Borel [1]. ]Iorv-
ever, Borel's definition for local separation is slightly different from ours.
Anyway, there is a domain D such lhat, D - A is not connected. The
assertion follows then from Lemma 2.1.

3. Di,screte open rnappings on l,ocally compact spaces. In order to prove
that dim B, 4n - 2 for discrete open mappings of n-manifolds, rve first
show dim Bt < n, that is, int Br: b. In fact, this assertion is true for all
locally compact spaces.

Lemma 3.1. Let f : X'--> Y be open and let lf(fl : k < q. ?hen
N(* ,f) l lc for eaery r e Br.

Proof. Suppose N(*t ,f): k. Let f-'f("t): {rr,...,n*\ and choose

disjoint neighborhoods Ui of rr. Then the set V : Urnf-t(Iurn...
nfU*) is a neighborhood of z, such lhaf f lZ is injective. Since / is

open, it is a local homeomorphism at zr.
Theorem 3.2. If X is locally compact and, if f : X --- Y is d,i,screte

and, open, thett, int Br: b.
Proof. Suppose that int Br + b. Then B, contains an open set, U

with compact closure. The restriction g : f I U is an open mapping for
which N(r,g) < a for all re U. Hence U is the union of the sets

11,(9). From the Baire theorem [6, p. 200] it, follows that int Kt(g) : V + A
for some f. Since N(g I Y) ( i, Lemma 3.1 implies that there is a point
r in V at which g I V, and hence /, is a local homeomorphism. But
* e U c 3.7, and we have reached a contradiction.

4. The topological ind,er. We recall the definition and the basic properties
of the topological index (: Iocal degree) of a mapping. For any locally
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compact space X, we let Ho(X) be the p-dimensional Alexander-Spanier
cohomology group of X, with coefficients in the group Z of lhe integers,
and with compact supports. If X is an z-manifold, then H"(X) is iso-
morphic to Z or ZfZZ, according as X is orientable or not 11, I.4.3 and
I.4.8]. An orientable manifold X together with a preferred generator g,
of H"(X) is called an ori,ented' mani'fold'. If X is an oriented manifold,
and if D is a domain in X, then the standard homomorphism j : H"(D) --->

H"(X) is an isomorphism. Setting go: j-t(gx), we obtain a simultaneous
orientation of all domains in X.

Let X and I beorientedz-manifolds,andlet, J:X-->I beamapping.
Givenadomain D in X, apoint ye Y iscalled (f ,D)-ad,missible if lhere
is a connected neighborhood U of y such that f defines a, proper mapping

fr: D i f-'(l -. U. n'or example, if D is compact, each point in Y - f1D
is (.f , D)-admissible. If / defines a proper mapping D --->fD, each point
in Y - 1fD is (/, D)-admissible.

For each (f , D)-admissible point Ut ,ri-a can define t'he topologi,cal,'i,nd,er

p(y , f , D) as follows: Take anv neighborhood U of y as above. Then
there is an integer k such thal jff@t): kgo, where j: H"(Dfrl-'U)---
H"(D) is the standard homomorphism. This integer is independent of the
choice of U, andisdefinedtobe p,(y,f ,D). If / isproper, t'het p(y ,f ,X)
is constant for all A e y, and is denoted bV p$). If / defines a homeo-
morphism D-->fD,then p(y,f ,D):+l forall yefD. If /isalocal
homeomorphism at r, tltere is a connected neighborhood D of r such that
/ defines a homeomorphism D --->fD. The topological index p(l@) ,f , D)
is then independent of the choice of D, and is denoted by i(r,/). Thus
i(*,f) is + 1 or - 1, according as / is sense-preserving or sense-

reversing at fi. It is constant in each component of X - Br.
The following rvell-knov'n property of the topological index is needed

later:
Lemma 4.1. Let y be an (f , D)-ailnti,ssible poi,nt whi,ch d,oes not bel,ong

n f@ n B1). Then the set A : D n f-'(y) is finite, and,

p(a ,f , D) : 
åo(" ,f) 

.

5. Discrete open magryti,ngs on muni,folds. In this section rve prove the

theorem of Cernavskii, mentioned in the introduction. The procf is preceded
by three lemmas.

Lemma 5.1. Let X be locall,y compact ancl locally con'nected,, and, let

f : X -.-> Y be light. Then each Ttoi,nt i,n X has arbitrari,l,y small connected,

neighborhoods U such that f d,eli,nes a closed, m,apping U --> !U.
Proof.LeL u €X andlet V beaneighborhoodof r. Since / islight,

there exists a neighborhood W of z such that W c V, I7 is compact
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and 0W fif-lf(r): A. Choose a neighborhood D of f(r) such that'
D fi f1W : A, and let U be the n-component of /-lD. Then U C W,
and the mapping U --->fU is closed.

Lemma 5.2. Let X be an n-manifold,, and, l,et Ur, Uz be d,i,sjoint
d,omains in X suchthat A(JL: O[1, and, OrU Az* X. Thenthere is no
homeomorphi,sm of A1 onto A, which lceeps the po'ints of 0U, fixed,.

Proof. Assume that there is a homeomorphism f , Or-+ 0, which satis-
fies the condition of the lemma. Then / defines a homeomorphism g : Ur--->
Ur, and we obtain a commutative diagram

Hn-'GUr)

î

Itu
I

HN-,QU,)

ä1

H"(Ur)

^

ä2

H"(Ur)

On the other hand, H(ULUU,) can be written as H"(Ur) @ H"(Uz),
where the projection mappings rf : H"(U,U Ur)--> H"(Ur) are the homo-
morphisms induced by the inclusions rr: Ur--->UrU [/r. ]Ioreover, since
AUL: A(ULU Ur), therc is a coboundary homomorphism ö : H"-t(lUr) -->

H"(U,U az) such that the diagrams

ä

Hn-'QUr) U Ur)

ö,\

Thus ö is given by ö(o) -= 
(dr(r) , ör(")).

contain elements of the form (b , 0) where
have the exact cohornology sequence

d

H"-l@U) H"(UrU U2) --------------> H"(ULU U2)

Here H"(A|U Or) :0 by E, I.4.31. Hence d is surjective, and we obtain
a contradiction.

Lemma 5.3. Let X and, Y be ori,ented, n-maniJold,s, and,l,et f : X --> Y
be closed, and open satisfying N(r , f) I a lor al,l, r e X. Let A be q, cl,oseil,

subsetof X suchthat X-A i,snotconnected,and, N(r,l):t for re A.
Then each comltonent U oJ X - A i,s ntapgted, onto a com4tonent V "f

\

H"(U,

I

I

V
I

Y

H"(U r)

are commutative for i - 1, 2.

Since är : g* ö2, Im d does not
b + 0. On the other hand, we

*
i
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Y - fA. Moreouer,theind,uced,rnapping U ---> V 'is closed,,arud, p(y ,f , U):
lr for all ye V.

Proof. Clearly fU is contained in a component V of y - fA. To
show that the mapping g I U -+ 7 defined by / is closed, let E be closed
in (J, that is, E : E O U. Then fE is contained in JE fl Z, which is
closed in V. But since V nfA: g, fEnV:fE. Hence g is closed.
Since it is also open, fU: V. Moreover, since point-inverses are finite,
g is proper.

We next show that / defines a homeomorphism h:OU --> 0V. Since

f l A is injective and 0U c, A, it suffices to show tlnaf f1U : 02. Since
y n fAU c V fi fA : fr, fAU c AV. On the other hand, since "f i.
closed, flf : 7, whence AV : lU - fa c fAU.

Toshowthat p(y,f ,U): * 1, itsufficestoprovet'hat, g*:H"(V)-->
H"(U) is surjective. Consider the diagram

ö

^^
h* g*

H"_t@V) __ _ _, H"(V)

Here H"(O) : 0 by ll, I.4.31, whence d is surjective. Since h* is an
isomorphism, g* is surjective, and the lemma is proved.

Theorem 5.4. If X and, y are n-manifold,s and, if f : X ---> Y i,s

discrete and, open, then dim Bt 4n - 2.

Proof . It suffices to prove that dim @rn D) 1n - 2 for each domain
D in X such that D and fD are orientable and D is compact. Hence
we may &ssume that X and Y are oriented and that N(r,f) ( oo for
all r e X. X'rom Theorem 3.2 it follows that dim Bt <n. Suppose that
dim B, : n - l. Let A be the closure of the set of all points in B, at'

which ,B7 locally separates X. Then A + b by Lemma 2.2. Since .4 is
the union of the closed sets .4 n Kt(f), it follows from the Baire theorem
that there is an integer i such that the interior G of A O K,(/) with
respect to .4 is not empty. Let U be an open set in X such that G :
UnA. Since GcK,(f), N@,flu)<d for r €G. Let r, beapoint
in G at which N(r,f lU) attains its maximum, and let, r,2,...,nre
be the other points of U n f'f(*r). Choose disjoint neighborhoods Ut c U
of nj, and set V:Utfrf-'(fUrn...nfu). Then N(r,f lY):l
for ue VnA.

Since e, € 1, there is a point p in V f\ By at which .B7 separates X
locally. Choose a connected neighborhood D of p such that DcV,
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D - Br is not connected, and f defines a closed mapping D --> fD : D'.
This is possible by Lemma 5.1. B;z Lemma 2.1, D - ^4 is not connected.
If W is a component of D - A, it follows from Lemma 5.3 that / defines
a closed mapping g of W onto a component W' of D' - f@ n D)
andthat p(y,f ,W): f I for AeW'.

We show that g is a homeomorphism. If this were not the case, there
would exist two distinct points 21, z2 i:n tr/ such lhab f(zr) : f ("r). Choose
disjoint neighborhoods Q.CW of zi. Since intfBr: @ by 14, 2.L1,
there is a point Uef&OfQr-JBr. Then g-t(y) contains at least two
points, and

p(a ,f , w) : 
_rärrro(* 

,f)

by Lemma 4.1. But W - Bt is connected, since otherwise B, would
separate X locally at some point of W (Lemr:;ra 2.1). Hence i(r,f) is
constant for reW- Br. Thisimplies lp(y,f ,W)l> 2, whichcontra-
dicts the previous result. Thus g is a homeomorphism.

Since DnBf + b, there must exist two components, say lY, and
Wr, of D - A which are mapped onto the same component W' of
D' -f(An D). Since f defines the homeomorphisms Jr: trV;U lpWr--->
W' U AD,W', we obtain a homeomorphism /;f, : WrU leWr---> lYzU ADWz,

which keeps the points of )oW, fixed. From Lemma 5.2 it follo.ivs that
D - A has only the components W, and Wz But, this means that f
defines a homeomorphism WLU ADWL--> D'. This leads to a contradiction,
because WLU ADWL would be both open and closed in D. The theorem is
proved.

Theorem 5.5. (Cf. Cernavskii [2, Theorems 1 and 2.)) Let X and, y
be n-manifold,s, arud,let f : X --> Y be d,iscrete, open and, cl,osed,. Then N(f) <
@, and, I{(a,f): N(l) for all r e X - f-'fBt, where the erceptiorrul set

l-TBr has d,imension a,t most n - 2. If X and, Y are oriented,, theru
w(f): lpff)l-

Proof. The inequality dimf-tfBr l n - 2 follows directly from the
preceding theorem and from 14,2.11. We next show that N(x,f) < a
for each re X. Suppose thaf !-t(y) is infinite for some y e Y. Choose
metrics d, and dL on X and Y, respectively. Arrange the points of
f-'(A) into a sequence n11n21...and choose points zreX such that
d,(2,,*,)<Ili,,dr(f(",),y)<tli, and f(d+a. Then the points zi

form a closed set whose image is not closed. This contradicts the closedness
of ,l and proyes that the point-inverses are finite.

We next show that N(r,f) is constant for r e U: X - f-!Br.
Since [/ is connectecl, it suffices to prove that .I[( ,,/) is continuous in U.
ft is lower semicontinuous, since / is open. Let r, € U, let l{(rr,f): ls,
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and let, f-'l@r) : {*r, . . . , rn}. Choose disjoint neighborhoods Ut of r,
such that the restrictions /]U, are injective. Since / is closed, the set
V:Y-f(X-(UrU...UUo)) is a neighborhood of l@). Then
N(r ,l) l lt for r e Urfi f-'V. Thus .0/( ,/) is also upper semicontinuous
in U.

To prove that ff(fl : N(*,f) for xe U, it suffices to show that
for each u ef-tfBy there is rre U such that N(" ,f) 1N(rr,/). This
follows directly from the lower semicontinuity of N( ,l) and from
int f-tfB, : ff.

Assume now that X and Y are oriented. Choose a point z e U.
Then Lemma 4.1 implies

P(f): : i(r,f)'
xef-Lf(z)

Since U is connected, d(r , f) is constant for r e U, and we obtain

lpffil : N(" ,f): N(/). The theorem is proved.
Remarh. The mappirrg / in Theorem 5.4 is a pseudo-covering map in the

sense of Church and Hemmingsen [4].

6. An apgilication. LeL f be a mapping of an za-manifold X into an
z-manifold L We let E, denote the set of all points r € X which are
not isolated in f-Lf(r). For z : 2, Stoilow [7, p. lI3] has proved thatif f
is light and open, then Er: O, i.e., / is discrete. It is not known whether
this is true for n ) 2.

Theorem 6.1. Let X and, Y be n-maniJold,s, and, l,et f : X "> Y
be ti,ght and, operu. -Il dim 4 A n - 2 and if dimfEt <n, then 4: A.

ProoJ. The restriction of f to X - E, is discrete and open. Hence,
by Theorem 5.4, dirn (-B, - Etl < tt. - 2. Since_ dim E, I n - 2, this
implies dim By 1n - 2. Moreover, dimf(B, - E) < n - 2 by la, 2.11.

Hence din,fBy<n. The theorem follows now directly from 14, 2.2) or

[8, Corollary of 5.2].

Corollary. If f : X ---> )' is light and, open, then either Et: A or
dimfflr> n - t.

Proof. Suppose that dimfD!<n - 2. By [5, VI 7, p. 9l], dima1<-
n - 2. Hence Er: A by the above theorem.

7. Remarlc. All results of this pa,per remain true if the word »manifold»
is replaced by »cohomology manifold over Z»», in the sense of Borel [1].
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